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Introduction 

In this book seventeen different texts from Persian and Arabic literature will 
be presented. Fourteen texts in Persian represent poetry and prose in different 
literary genres. The last three texts are three poems in Arabic on the subject 
of  the unity of being (wa dat-i wuj d) which is a very important principle in 
Islamic Sufism. An introduction to each of these texts follows below. 
 

1. The dispute between the drunk, the jurisprudent and the f  
 
The poet lived in the beginning of the Safavid era and it is the conjecture of 
the present editor that he could possibly be identified as Ghaz l  Mashhad  
(died 980 A. H./1572-3 A. D.).  

He has put into the form of a poem the present dispute which is a hearing 
and disclosure of the corruption and ignorance of the jurisprudent and the 

f . In this poem the poet gives a good description of the social conditions of 
Iran in Safavid times. And these conditions reflect in detail the intellectual and 
moral corruption upon which the Safavid rulers, in cooperation with the juris-
prudents, laid the foundation for the permanence of their rule. 

This poem has 865 verses. The original from which this text was printed is 
in the Bibliothèque nationale in Paris, (manuscrits Persans, Ancien fonds, nr. 
325). 
 

2. Dispute between heaven and earth 
 
Composed by ayr n  Hamad n  (died 903 A. H./1497-8 A. D.).  

Here, the poet has arranged a debate between heaven and earth and the two 
make themselves ready for a dreadful battle. Even though the battle never 
takes place and in the end the matter is solved peacefully, the entire debate is 
in a spirit of contentiousness and seeking precedence. The poet could have 
composed a loving and friendly debate between heaven and earth and how 
much more pleasing and attractive it would have been if he had had other 
matters to discuss. However what he has chosen is nothing other than the 
actual situation in the world at that time which was nothing but war and 
bloodshed.  

This poem consists of 475 verses. The original manuscript is in the library 
of the Bibliothèque nationale de Paris, (Manuscrit Persan, Ancien fonds, 
nr.349). 
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3. Gulshan-i la fat  
 
Composed by S gharj  Samarqand  whose pen name was Insh  (died 1005 A. 
H./1596-7 A. D.).  

He was a court poet. The vizier and the courtiers prepared a plot against 
him whereby he was expelled from the court and his possessions confiscated. 
In this poem the poet has arranged a dispute between reason and chance. He 
explains that it is the human intellect which determines his destiny and not 
chance or fortune. His point is that his being expelled from the court and the 
confiscation of his possessions was not the work of chance but was a plot 
drawn up by the vizier and the courtiers. 

The poem contains 932 verses and the manuscript is in the Bodleian Li-
brary in Oxford, England with number 1036. 

 

4. A dispute between day and night 
 
5. A dispute between the sword and the pen 
 
Both works are by Mun r L h r  (died in 1054 A. H./1644 A. D.).  

He is one of the greatest Persian-language writers and poets of India. The 
two above-mentioned works are written in a high literary style.  

The dispute between the sword and the pen is a debate between a governor 
and an intellectual, one of the many works on this topic in Persian and Arabic 
literature. 

The manuscript which contains these two essays is in the Uppsala Univer-
sity Library (O Nov. 534, folios 176B-180B). The date given for the writing of 
the manuscript is 1114 A. H./1702 A. D. 

 

6. Introduction to the Maykh nah 
 
Written by Ni m al-d n A mad Himmat Kh n   

The Maykh nah composed by Himmat Kh n Badakhsh  (died 1092 A. H./ 
1681 A. D.) was an important book containing around 120 s q -n mahs. A 
s q -n mah was a composition  in verse in which the poet composed a speech 
in honor of wine and the cup-bearer and in it he explained his thoughts and 
ideas on morals, personal matters, society, love, Sufism and even on politics. 
Composing s q -n mahs was a current way to tell about one’s grievances 
among poets during a number of centuries. 

The Maykh nah of Himmat Kh n has been lost, and the introduction pre-
sented here is an important text in making it known. The manuscript is in the 
Uppsala University Library (O Nov. 534, folios 184A-185B). 
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7. Rules for Nasta l q 
 
This a work by M r Al  Tabr z  (died 850 A. H./1446-7 A. D.).  

The author was a very famous calligrapher and is considered to be the 
originator of Nasta l q. The manuscript is in the Uppsala University Library 
(O Nov. 534, folios 85B-86A). 

 

8. In praise of the bathhouse ( amm m) 
 
Written by Mu ammad Khal l Mukarram Kh n . 

This is an interesting and rare essay on the subject of the bathhouse. The 
author was a  clerk in eleventh-century (A. H.) India.  

The manuscript is in the Uppsala University Library (O Nov. 534, folios 
190B-191B). 
 

9. Complaint against the order prohibiting the drinking of wine. 
 
The author is Na r  Hamad n  (died 1030 A. H./1620-1 A. D.). 

Intermittently the Safavid kings would prohibit the drinking of wine and 
close the wineshops. On one of these occasions when the Safavid Sh h ‘Abb s 
the First did so, the author wrote the present letter of complaint.  

The manuscript is in the Uppsala University Library (O Nov. 534, folio 
193A). 
 

10. Letter written in request for water 
 
Written by Na r  Hamad n  (died 1030 A. H./1620 1 A. D.).  

The author had a beautiful garden. Some powerful people closed off his 
water supply, and his garden withered. The author wrote the present letter as 
a complaint about this situation. Naturally, this charming letter gave the de-
sired result and he got his water supply back. The manuscript is in the Upp-
sala University Library (O Nov. 534, folios 180B-181A). 
 

11. On the description of tobacco and hookah 
 
Written by ’ib Tabr z  (died 1081 A. H./1670-1 A. D.).  

’ib was a famous poet and left many poems. Perhaps because of illness or 
of excess imbibing of wine, his doctors forbade him to drink wine, and, inevi-
tably, he turned to narg lah and wrote the present essay in which he describes 
it. 

The manuscript is in the Uppsala University Library (O Nov. 534, folio 
85). 
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12. A versified dialogue by Munavvar Kh n and J n  Kh n 
 
Munavvar Kh n and J n  Kh n were two governors in India about the eleven 
century (A. H.). One had been the guest of the other, and upon returning 
(home) he got caught in rains and flooding. This resulted in a description of 
these happenings in five versified letters comprising 76 verses of poetry, 19 of 
which are by Munavvar Kh n, and 57 by J n  Kh n. 

The manuscript is located in the Uppsala University Library (O Nov. 534, 
folio 210). 
 

13. Shahr- sh b  
 
By different poets. 

Shahr- sh b is any kind of poetry which has been composed in description 
of the craftsmen of a city and a presentation of the crafts and arts found in 
them. The first person in modern times to undertake research and publish a 
study on this subject was A mad Gulch n Ma n . 

This work is located in the Uppsala University Library (O Nov. 534, folio 
223 and thereabouts). 
 

14. An essay on teaching and education 
 
The author is an unknown literary man of the eleventh century A. H.  

This is an essay on practical wisdom and methods of teaching and educat-
ing children, acquiring knowledge, gymnastics, archery and combat training. 
The prose of the essay is pleasing in the style of the secretary.  

The manuscript is in the Uppsala University Library (O Nov. 534, folios 
196A-197B). 
 

 
Three poems on the unity of being (va dat-i vuj d) 

 
15. The T ’iyyah by Ibn Arab  
 
Composed by Ibn Arab , Mu ammad ibn Al  al- ndalus  (died 638 A. 
H./1240 A. D.).  

This is a long qa dah comprising 436 verses on the subject of the unity of 
being (va dat-i vuj d) and some other aspirations of the f s. This qa dah, 
which is considered to be among the most serious and rhetorical poems by Ibn 
al- Arab , was composed in the pattern of T ’iyyah of Ibn al-F ri . 

This edition of the text is based on two manuscripts: 
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1. A manuscript in the Bibliothèque nationale de Tunis with the num-
ber 7953, folios 112-123. It was written around the year 1000 A. 
H./1591 A. D.). 

2. A manuscript in Leiden with number 598 which was written some 
time around the year 1200 A. H./1785 A. D.). 

 
16. The T ’iyyah by mir al-Ba r  
 
A poem by mir ibn mir al-Ba r  known as sh zar (died between 712 and 
715 A. H./1312-1315 A. D.). 

He was a poet and proponent of Ism l  philosophy, and the present 
T ’iyyah was composed with the purpose of describing and explaining the 
T ’iyya of Ibn al-F ri . mir’s poem consists of 506 verses and 13 sections. 
Because he was a supporter of Ism l  thought, the majority of Muslims, that 
is, both Sunn s and Shi tes have boycotted him. The work has remained quite 
obscure. One could venture to say that in Arabic and Persian literature no 
other poem of this eloquence and purity on the subject of gnosis ( irf n) is to 
be found. Henceforth this poem will be passed  on from hand to hand like a 
leaf of gold by the enthusiasts of gnosis ( irf n). This edition is based on three 
manuscripts: 
 

1. The manuscript of Vienna, number 481 of the National Library of 
Austria with the date 715 A. H./1315 A. D. 

2. The manuscript of London in the British Museum with the date 
1170 A. H./1756 A. D. 

3. The manuscript of Qum in the Mar ash  Library with the date 1276 
A. H./1859 A. D.  
 

The edition of Damascus prepared by Abd al-Q dir al-Maghrib  in 1948 has 
also been taken into consideration. 
 
17. The T ’iyyah  by Ibn Taghr  bird  
 
Composed by Jam l al-d n Y suf ibn Taghr  bird  (813-874 A. H./1410-1470 
A. D.). 

Among the extant gnostic poetry of the famous historian Ibn Taghr  bird  
there is a T ’iyyah  consisiting of a thousand verses. In this book a selection of 
242 verses from this T ’iyyah  will be presented. The edited text printed here 
is based on the manuscript of the Bibliothèque nationale de Tunis with num-
ber 7935, dated 967 A. H./1559 A. D., folios 45-102. 
     
   Ali Muhaddis 
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